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We are a boutique travel company oﬀering custom travel packages, which include customdesigned itineraries, hotel & transport bookings, all based on the travelers' interests, needs, and
budget. We cater to those who are looking for a unique India trip instead of the rigid, cookiecutter itineraries oﬀered by larger travel operators or those suggested by popular guidebooks.
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WHY US

ABOUT US
On our 10th anniversary, we (Savi and Madhu)
decided to try out something we had been

LOCAL EXPERTISE
All trips are exclusively planned by us, Madhu
& Savi. We are detail-oriented travel
consultants with first-hand experiential
knowledge (2+ years of continuous travel in
India), a network of trusted local contacts and
a passion for Indian history, culture, heritage
and lifestyle.

TESTIMONIALS
Here is what our clients have to say about us.

I would recommend 10 Year Itch to anyone
interested in a unique Indian experience.
- Colleen Friensen

dreaming of for a long time ... a multi-year trip
through India! It was to be a journey to experience
life to its fullest and build memories together that
would last a lifetime!
Hence the name 10 Year Itch !
Today, with the wealth of knowledge gained over
the years, we are providing fellow travelers with

FLEXIBILITY
We work to organize the tour around your
schedule and time of intended travel.
WITHIN YOUR BUDGET
We design trips that meet your interests but
stay within your desired budget.

I would definitely trust 10 Year Itch to plan
my next trip to India knowing that it would
be a unique and personalized itinerary and
NOT like the huge tour bus groups we
encountered along the way.
- Susan Elmajian

custom designed trips to India, ensuring them a
unique experience in a multi-faceted country that
has so much to oﬀer!

COMFORT
Travel at your pace and stay at places
according to your needs and comfort.

We personally handle all queries and are fully
involved in the entire planning process. So even if
you are not sure where to go or stay, we can work
with you to determine a package that is based on
your interests, budget and the time of year you are

PEACE OF MIND
We handle all details, from the most basic to
the most personalized request for a worry-free
vacation.

The accommodation & food was amazing.
The crowning glory was a tiger sighting on the
second day. Wow! Thanks a tonne Madhu.
- John Jacob
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planning to travel.
EXPLORE DREAM DISCOVER INDIA
WITH US !
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